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Australia Policy Is Against The
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The South Must Look To The South
For Strength In The Storm That Is
Yet To Break - Henry Lawson
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Indonesia: The Final Solution For The Asylum Question?

Or Just Another Episode In
A ‘Camp Of The Saints’?
Australian prophet
wrote in 1887:

William

Lane

The Australian government capitulates to their demands.

“"While we plough our fields and
measure our calico, and swing our
hammers, history is being made
and we ourselves are taking part in
a stirring drama. Here we face the
hordes of the east as our kinsmen
faced them in the dim distant centuries, and here we must beat
them back if we would keep intact
all that can make our lives worth
living. It does not matter that today it is an insidious invasion of
peaceful aliens instead of a warlike
downpour of weaponed men."

Whether they are Hindu Tamils today, Indonesian Christians, Vietnamese Buddhists, or Chinese Falun
Gong tomorrow, the story gets
worse. Indeed, an Islamic extremist
from the Afghan Taliban, sets out a
doomsday scenario going far beyond
a refugee invasion.

So now it begins in earnest.
The scenario is out of the 1972
book, The Camp Of The Saints. A
group of so-called refugees, this
time from Sri Lanka, Hindu Tamils
in fact, occupy an Australian vessel,
the Oceanic Viking — they demand
that they be brought to Australia.
Led by a people-smuggler who calls
himself ‘Alex’, they seek what is
called “asylum”. Dropping them off
in Indonesia, while their “claims”
for resettlement here are assessed,
is called the “Indonesian Solution”.
What solution?
And they will come — some by boat
and some by overstaying student
and visitor’s visas. These unarmed
invaders use United Nations treaties to justify peaceful invasion.
They say they have a right.

An official Taliban publication warns
Australia that it will have to assimilate into a dominant Asia, or face the
prospect of being overpowered and
forced to take its population overspill. The choice is spelled out in a
recent issue of the online Taliban
monthly
magazine,
Al
Sumud
(Steadfastness), whose lead article
offers a sweeping view of a post-war
order in which a Taliban-ruled Afghanistan becomes a moral pivot for
a pan-Asian renaissance, that will
coincide with the decline of Western
powers.
"The end of European leadership in
the world will place the white settler
diaspora in Australia before two
choices," writes the author, Mustafa
Hamid, a former senior al-Qaeda
member who in 2001 married Australian Rabiah Hutchinson, a Sydney
mother with links to Islamic extremists. "It can either return to its motherland in Europe or reconcile with its
Asian surroundings and assimilate
into it as a wealthy and active member."
Otherwise, he cheerfully warns, a
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lengthy conflict will ensue in which
Australia will necessarily be overpowered "by Asian waves that are
better armed and more numerous."
"There is no doubt that the huge
growth in the population of Asia, together with its economic and military development, will make Australia into lebensraum - to use the European term," writes Mr Hamid.
Lebensraum, meaning living space,
was a term used by Nazi Germany
as a motivation for territorial conquest. Indeed, Chinese imperialism
already has its ‘Volksdeutsch’ in
Australia and its investments to pro-
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tect — and its excuse for armed
intervention (protecting Chinese
people from foreigners) — one day!
Mr Hamid understands that Asia is
facing a continued population explosion, "while Australia is nearly
empty of people, apart from scattered groups of white residents".
These warnings, however, are marginal to the central vision offered in
the article - the emergence of a
vibrant pan-Asian identity in which
Islam, and the Taliban in particular,
constitutes a powerful moral and
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cultural force, but not an exclusive
one. Its emphasis on pan-Asian political identity, rather than a panIslamic identity, sets it apart from
the
usual
al-Qaeda
ideology.
The Taliban article does not call for
jihad, although it hints at the possibility of "peaceful Islamic expansion"
and the linchpin role in the "Asian
Age", as the author terms it, is ceded
to non-Islamic China.
It all sounds like something that liberal termite Donald Horne said in his
The Lucky Country (1964): either we
can assimilate into Asia peacefully, or
they’d do it by force. Yet, if you
thought of an ‘Asian peril’ - well, you
were just some sort of bigot!
An Invasion
There are some 16 million
“recognised” (by the United Nations)
refugees, whereas there are probably
some 116,000.000!
Where will these ‘people’ go? Where
can they go? Why should any country
(except their home country) accept
them?! Australia First declares — not
here, not now, not ever!
In the last decade or so, almost
150,000 ‘asylum seekers’ have arrived in Australia by boat, by government invitation, by stealth. They
have moved into generous social
welfare and obtained public housing
at the expense of the Australian people. Churches have given them pocket money and for those who do work
— industries have given them jobs.

They turn up even in country
towns to bust our culture and way
of life. The litany of liberals cum
psalm singers may be deluded into believing that Australia is the
land of milk and honey
- the
promised land. Australia First says
that this manna does not come
from heaven, but at the Australian
people’s expense.
What Should Australia
About Refugees?

Do

In October-November, Australia
was confronted with a major refugee political crisis. There were the
Oceanic Viking
Tamils, who
should have been returned to Sri
Lanka by force, people who will
turn up in Australia as legalised
“asylum seekers”. Australia should
have returned them to Sri Lankan
waters, placed these folks upon
longboats within sight of land and
with provisions — and let them
row home!
But no Australian politician will do
this. Why? Because they know
what’s coming and they simply
have decided to allow future generations to address these questions whilst they enjoy their pension plan.
A Policy For Survival
The boats are the graphic illustration of Australia’s loss of sovereignty. At present, most ‘asylum
seekers’ do not come by boat but
certainly in the future — they will.
The scientists predict climate
change refugees and we can envisage a massive out-pouring as a

No more happy-endings for would-be Cinderellas. Australia cannot afford any longer
to massage liberal egos and consciences!

result of overpopulation in Asia and
the Pacific and warfare in the Middle
East and the Indian sub-continent.
The numbers will run into the millions
and many will take to boats. Australia
First would reject
United Nations
treaties on refugees and asylumseeking. We are not asylum inmates.
This is our country. We aim to keep it.
Repudiating these treaties means we
must repudiate other things. Anyone
who hijacks a ship is a pirate and we
would treat him as one. And more.
There is the law of the sea and the
lore of the sea. So called asylum
seekers should in the future be grateful we will have the generosity to
turn their boats homeward, fully provisioned. They will get a single unequivocal warning. If they then decide
to call the bluff of the Nation,
‘grapeshot’ will follow. The survivors

Asylum Seekers, Asylum Providers, Asylum Inmates
The lunatics have taken over the
asylum. In the old days, any rathouse had its Jesus, and its Peters,
Pauls and Marys, but now they are
out and about and redemption is at
hand.
Listen to them. As in the Camp Of
The Saints, the refugee invaders
are welcomed by the messianic
saviours here to redeem us all.
For rented tool, Ian Rintoul, of the
Refugee Action Coalition, clitoris
clippers and Moslem fanatics will
bring on the Trotskyite communist
revolution.
For the Greens Party, the preservation of every speaking biped is
more vital than preserving koalas,
echidnas and the Murray Darling
Basin. No limits on numbers.
For John Pilger, celebrated liberal
film-maker, the saturation of Australia and New Zealand with Asia’s

teeming millions is a fulfilment of a
moral revolution that establishes
fairness for all.
For what a newspaper called a “well
organized group of urban professionals running an underground for
refugees”, we can see a today’s
Weatherman in a suit waging a culture and class war from above.
When asked how these asylum
seekers will be housed and fed, he
replies “let them eat cake.” There is
no self-awareness — the refugees
take and take and eventually will
take their town-houses too.
For Lt. General Sanderson, a former
Governor of Western Australia,
there is the vision of an Australia as
an open-to-new-things society, one
fresh and forward looking. Will they
fornicate and defecate on the floors
of his Gothic mansion?
For Ross Garnaut, the economist,
there is a larger market and an opportunity to get non union labour.
For the Reverend Tim Costello, in a
line almost out of The Camp Of The
Saints, “we are all boat people
now”, we can all live the suffering
together, nailing ourselves up to
the Cross of Compassion.
For Fred Nile, Christian crusader,
we should exclude the Hindus and
Moslems, but stock up on Christians
from the Middle East and disliked
converted Christians from Hindu
India. That means bigger Church
attendances, more loot.

John Pilger: another rented tool. No flies on
him as he opens Pandora’s Box.

For John Ackland, legal commentator, asylum seekers are the proof
that the legal system can extend
itself in providing proper and moral

outcomes. If he likes this rule of
law so much —then check it out in
the former African colonies, old
boy!
For refugee advocates like Marion
Le, it is a big square up for a part
Chinese girl who just didn’t fit.
For Prime Minister KRudd, who favours exploding out the population
to 50 millions, there was the terrible tale of how Jewish ‘refugees’
from Nazism and fascism weren’t
allowed in back in 1939. So we
make up for that, by cutting our
throats as Jews did at Masada.

in the water, being proclaimed unlawful combatants (whether armed
or unarmed) could if we choose, be
left to Davey Jones’s locker.
Any foreign state which thereafter
denounces our policy (because they
scheme to use these refugees as a
battering ram) and calls the Nation
to the test, would be answered by
our proclamation that we would
militarily resist them over this
question of independence and sovereignty. There is no other choice.
Because this is our homeland, no
mad Talibanist who is cuddling up
to China for an Asian renaissance
will be deporting us to Europe —
where we no longer belong. We
created this country. We know that
Asia knew of this land, but until our
blood sweat and tears made it a
modern state — they were not interested.
The Camp Of The Saints told us
that the masses of desperate, deprived and then deranged invaders
who will knock at the door of the
rich “white” countries will not care
whether we like them or not, resist
them or not, share with them or
not. They will aim to take all we
have and probably kill us in the
decades-long process. It is all a
matter of survival!
The Old Testament says that the
sun shines on both the righteous
and the unrighteous. It is the determination of Australia First that
the asylum seekers will not become
Australia’s sunset.

Australia suffers from a type of Political AIDS, a disease that debilitates any resistance to the agencies
of death.
The aim of the asylum inmates always was to murder off White Australia. Why? The old reality did not
allow for a utopian moral delusion.
Look at thine works! That which ye
have wrought was by virtue of that
which ye sought!
Whatever the wrongs of the old Africa, they worked to install murderers and corruption in place of white
rule. That was an earlier cause for
the very same lunatics. Then the
same lunatics moved on to Land
Rights for Australia’s Aborigines.
They gave the Aborigines nothing
save alcohol (something once forbidden) and promises of wealth, but
abandoned that cause for the asylum seeker sickness. Will Aborigines
have the right to oppose ‘asylum
for all’? Like whites, they lose too!
The path to hell is paved with good
intentions.

Drugs, Despair, Deliverance: Operation Osterley, by seasoned patriot, Perry Jewell, is a must-read for
all parents with a drug dependent
child, or for all young people challenged by drugs. It makes a strong
call for war on the drug criminals,
for parental rights over young addicts and for a new strategy to
cure the scourge. Price: $20 from
P.O. Box 7799 Mail Centre Toowoomba 4351
Australia First promotes this book.

And never a pile of lock we drive - but a few mean tanks we scratch for the fate of the nation is nought compared to the turn of a cricket match.
Henry Lawson, “The Storm That Is To Come”
Our national poet, Henry Lawson, in
his Australian Engineers, hoped for
dreamy men of vision who would
make Australia great.
It may now be no longer a matter
of a vision splendid, but one of pure
survival.
After more than half a century of
domination by cuckoos, queers and
cuckholds, the vision is no longer
even splendid, just jaundice-like
extended.
Yet, there was a man with a real
plan, with which we mortals may
tinker a little for historical circumstance and achieve two great
things: we could rescue the environmental decay of the Murray Darling River Basin and we could rescue much of Australia’s agricultural
industry from certain destruction –
by nature and by globalisation.

In early 2007, Queensland Premier
Peter Beattie of all people, chose to
revive the ‘Bradfield Scheme’. Beattie’s 2007 version of the plan, which
he presented in an ‘open letter to all
Australians’, was tailored specifically
to address growing national alarm
about the long-term health of the
Murray-Darling Basin. Beattie proposed to take the water further south
than Bradfield envisaged, all the way
to the Warrego River, a tributary of
the Darling. He claimed that this
would increase the flow through the
Darling and Murray into western New
South Wales and South Australia by
up to 1000 gigalitres per annum: approximately the same amount drawn
from the system by Queensland irrigators.

Of course, the Beattie scheme was
endorsed by billionaire Richard Pratt
who prattled on to increase Australia’s population, thereby recapitulating
one of the very problems that had
caused the water shortage. His priThe Bradfield Scheme
mary economic lesson should be that
Jack Bradfield, who designed the resources are finite. Is the Bradfield
Sydney Harbour Bridge, put forward Scheme doable? Well, yes we can!
in 1938 a plan to drought-proof
Central Australia from Queensland Enter The Dragon’s Daughter
to the Murray and beyond.
Penny Wong, Minister for Climate
Dr. Bradfield’s original plan involved Change And Water, like a true daughdiverting the waters of the upper ter of the Motherland, has told Ausreaches of the Johnson, Tully, Her- tralian farmers that “no dams” will be
bert, Burdekin and Flinders Rivers built in Australia and that the Bradone into the other, then into the field Scheme should be forgotten.
Thompson, thence into Lake Eyre,
refilling it and, with evaporation, Why? We could say blood is thicker
creating a climate change and rain- than water and personalise it to say
that she hails from a culture where
fall throughout inland Australia
anything which vaguely moves is part
Believing he could turn central Aus- of the menu, from Panda paws to the
tralia into a "Ghirraween" (a place sacred scrotum of Siberian Tigers.
of flowers), Bradfield spent much of The poor old Murray River cod is
his latter years on horseback sur- thought less of by Penny than a codveying the wilds of north Queens- piece for her gender-bender friends
and the carp has his rights to pollute
land in pursuit of his dream.
the rivers whilst they carp on and
He died in 1943, but the Bradfield prattle on about shutting down ineffiScheme continued to generate de- cient agriculture and buying water
rights. These folks must know what
bate.
they are doing. They are too smart
While Bradfield had his supporters, not to know.
there was also no shortage of
prominent detractors who ques- So Australia dies. The farms fall into
tioned his theories about evapora- neglect. The people walk away. Farm
tion and rainfall and also decried land, like at Liverpool Plains, is sold
the project's huge cost. The Com- to the Chinese imperialists so they
monwealth Department of Post-War can mine coal.
Construction even drafted a
"standard reply" to stonewall en- We Won’t Sell Our Birthright!
quiries about the scheme. "There is
considerable doubt on the part of The solution from the establishment
some expert authorities whether all with all matters of climate change
the arguments in support of the (howsoever that may be caused) is to
scheme can be substantiated," the trade carbon emissions and buy up
water licenses and speculate in a new
department stated.
psycho-delicatessen where they have
It might be better now, not to en- sex with Lucy-pie-in-the-sky-withvisage Lake Eyre as an inland sea, shares-in-De-Beers. It is a load of
but a version of Bradfield that res- hippie-become-yuppie codswallop
dressed up as capitalist rationality.
cues the present for the future.
Well we don’t buy either capitalism or
their rationality!
We demand action for Australia, for
our unique environment, our farmers,
our culture on this Continent.
Consider Mildura–Wentworth , one of
Australia’s largest and most diverse
agricultural regions, with both irrigation based horticultural industries and
dry-land broadacre industries. The
region produces around 21 per cent
of Australia’s wine grapes and citrus,
together with 10 per cent of barley, 7
A celestial seed rooted in its new ‘terra per cent of wheat, 5 per cent of vegenullius’. So solly Penny Wong!

AUSTRALIAN IDENTITY
“We are for this Australia, for the
Nationality that is creeping to the
verge of being, for the progressive
people“.
William Lane, BOOMERANG, 1887.

Jack Bradfield: men of vision will be
needed again in Australia

vegetables and almost all of Australia’s dried vine fruit production, plus a
wide variety of other agricultural
products. Why let it die?
Experts say that the Basin, already
struggling with low rainfall and polluted in-flows is now facing algal
blooms which are killing fish and
threatening the public health.
Chief executive of the Murray Darling
Basin Authority, Rob Freeman, says
January 2009 was almost the driest
on record. There is also soil erosion,
more acidic soil, declining native
vegetation and then weeds and other
unpleasant plants will increase and
cause problems.
So, it is time for radical action. To
echo the gung-ho, cum Dung-Ho of
the KRuddite / Obamaniac alliance –
yes we can!
_____________________________

UNITY AND INITIATIVE
In keeping with its policy of unity in
struggle, the party endorses the following events and groups:

SYDNEY FORUM 2010
The Sydney Forum 2010 will be a
two day free speech event set for the
last weekend of September. The new
website for the Forum will put you in
touch with the future speakers’ list
and give other necessary details. The
website reports on the successful
2009 Forum. See:
www.sydneyforum.net

“Australia is not a sect or a section,
it is not a caste or a class, or a
creed, it’s not to be a Southern England nor yet another United States.
Australia is the whole white people of
this Continent.”
BOOMERANG November 18 1887.
“By the term Australian we mean not
just those who were merely born in
Australia. All white men who come to
these shores with a clean record and
who leave behind the memory of the
class distinctions and religious differences of the Old World, all men who
place the happiness of their adopted
land before imperialism, are Australian.”
BULLETIN magazine, July 2 1887.
“I reject in conscience, the idea that
Australia should or can ever be a
multi-racial society and survive.
Arthur Calwell, BE JUST AND FEAR
NOT, 1972.
_____________________________

CLASSIC AUSSIE TEXTS BY
FRANK ANSTEY, MP
The Kingdom Of Shylock and The
Money Power explained the rise of
finance capital in the early 20th Century. What is money? How is it created by private banks? What was the
nationalist alternative?
Go to the Nationalist Archive at
www.alphalink.com.au/~radnat

Uphold the Nether Left Nor Right alternative! Make plans to be there!
__________________________________

AUSTRALIAN LONG
DISTANCE OWNERS’ AND
DRIVERS’ ASSOCIATION
Led by truck owners and drivers and
to defend their professional interest
is ALDODA. The President is ‘Bunny’
Brown, a determined advocate for
truckies rights.
P.O. Box 13 Adelong 2729
0438 072 494
aldoda@hotmail.com
_____________________________

EUREKA COUNCIL OF NEW
SOUTH WALES
The Eureka Council was established
to defend and articulate the nativeAustralian cultural heritage, something ignored or deprecated in turn
by the multiculturalist industry.
P.O. Box 93 Blaxland 2774
publicofficer@eurekacouncil.com.au

About Audacity
Established 1977.
Re-established 2007.
The Bulletin of the 21st Century
That which failed to destroy us,
only made us stronger.
Subscription: Audacity will be
published quarterly. $6 for 4 issues. Cheques / money orders
pay Australia First Party.
Our logo is the Janus head imposed upon the Southern Cross.
This Roman god looked backwards and forwards, binding
past, present and future
Audacity, printed and authorised
by A.F. Norwick 725 Princes
Highway, Tempe 2044

April 25 2008
On October 2 2009, the Australia First
Party applied with the Australian Electoral Commission for registration as a
Federal political party.
The application will be supported by
supplementary membership lists in
the New Year, when the Commission
resumes processing our case.
The party is confident that it will
achieve this vital and necessary goal.
The Australia First Party operates to a
method dubbed the ‘three tier
method’ - electoral work (including
local government contests) ; community action (including participation of
party workers in university, school,

.and workplace activity and in any
social structure group with campaigns to build party contacts ; and
cultural work (whereby the party defends and articulates in the community and to its members the quality
and ethos of Australian culture).
The three tier method differentiates
the party from the electoralist method employed by previous groups that
have laid claim to the title of
‘nationalist’. This new method embeds the party in the Australian community and will ensure its viability.
Party Growth
The party has increased its physical

and human resources.
In the last two months, the party
has opened internet sites in Western Australia, the Hunter region
and Queensland. It has revived its
Truth Television website which
features downloadable educational
and informative matter.
The party has announced that it
will field five House of Representatives candidates in the 2010 poll
where support is such that it may
receive public funding. Electorates
to be contested include Macquarie’
Greenway and probably Cook, either Newcastle or Hunter and a
seat based around Toowoomba.

The Australia First Party will be
developing branches where it can
and will also call State conferences in some States to develop
consistent party organization. The
party has asked intending organizers to come forward.
In support of the development of
party organization in New South
Wales,
prospective candidates
were invited recently to step up in
view of an increasing number of
Council by-elections. The party is
registered to contest Council polls
in that State.
The Australia First Party is certain
that 2010 will be a growth year.

The Eight Core Policies Of Australia First: A Programme
And A Method For National Rebirth!
Whatever will benefit Australia, that we are for; whatever will harm Australia, that we are against. William Lane
2 The Eight Core Policies of Australia First are
the basis of association for the party. They
are (with explanations and the implied ninth
point) as follows:

1 Ensure Australia Retains Full Independence
Protect our sovereignty (national, constitutional and personal) and maintain an adequate defence, whilst being reasonable and
fair in our nation's international dealings.

2 Rebuild Australian Manufacturing Industries
This is the only way we can be self sufficient.
It will provide jobs for our children, and help
buy back the farm and allow Australia to be
free of foreign debts. Our infrastructure has
been run down over many years - it must be
rebuilt. We must improve the practicality and
relevance of our educational systems, and
target government support for industry to diversify, innovate, perform and expand. We
recognise that small business is fundamental
to this policy. A satisfactory financial environment is also urgent and essential.

3 Control Foreign Ownership
Bring foreign ownership and investment back
under control.

4

Reduce

and

Limit

Immigration

Immigration mistakes can be big long term 9 Democratise Other Policy Issues
mistakes. Immigration policy must take into
account social cohesion, employment opportu- All other policies (non-core policies) are matters of free conscience and are not binding
nities, urbanisation and environmental issues
upon Australia First’s future parliamentarians
or councillors who are to represent their elec5 Abolish Multiculturalism
torates.
End the divisive, government funded and instiIssues of public interest on which Australia
tutionalised policy of multiculturalism.
First needs to formulate policy will be canvassed with the party membership and plebi6 Introduce Citizen's Initiated Referenda
scites conducted where deemed appropriate
Amend the Australian Constitution such that by the party’s National Council. The party also
the people can initiate a constitutional referen- permits branches to formulate specific elecdum which, if approved by the Australian peo- toral policies or community policies not inconple, will amend the Australian Constitution. sistent with the Eight Core Policies.
This simple step will confirm the political authority of voters and make legislators aware From time to time, the party will issue materithat they are the servants of the Australian al that provides interpretation of the core poliPeople, not their masters. The people directly cies. This interpretative material would reflect
should also possess the sovereign right and the spirit of the party.
the power to initiate other legislation
The organizational purpose for this statement
of policy and system for policy creation is sim7. Strengthen the family
ple: Australia First does not require weighty
tomes, which change from month to month,
Promote policies that strengthen and protect
as do the programmes of the Establishment
the traditional family.
parties and those who ape them. It requires a
focus for action and for unity within the party.
8 Strive to Rebuild A United Australia
Promote policies that recognise the interdependence of city and country.

Where To Find Australia First
National Contact Line:
02 8587 0014
New South Wales:
Australia First (NSW) office: P.O.
Box 593 Rockdale 2216
Blue Mountains: P.O. Box 202
Katoomba 2780
Western Sydney: P.O. Box 200
Emerton 2770
Newcastle: P.O. Box 482 The
Junction 2291
Coffs Harbour: 0419 492 917
Sutherland Shire: P.O. Box 2499
Taren Point 2228 ; 0407 732 868
Other locations to be advised.

Australia Wide:
Australia First (Toowoomba):
P.O. Box 103 Crows Nest 4355
Australia First (Gold Coast)
afgoldcoast@gmail.com
Australia First (Adelaide)
afsa@live.com.au
Australia First (Western Australia): P.O. Box 129 Collie 6225
Australia First (Victoria): P.O.
Box 223 Croydon 3136
Other locales to be advised.

Australia First is to build a new national movement. Practicality is method.

National committee e-mail:
ausfirst@alphalink.com.au

Qld. State committee:
afpqld@hotmail.com

‘Australia First’ Web Sites
Australia First Party Resources
New South Wales:
http://ausfirst.alphalink.com.au
Queensland:
http://afqld.blogspot.com
Hunter Region: http://
australiafirsthunter.blogspot.com
Victoria:
www.australiafirst.net
Western Australia:
http://afpwa.blogspot.com

Truth Television:
www.truthtelevision.net
Special Independent Organisations
Sydney Forum:
www.sydneyforum.net
Inverell Forum:
www.inverellforum.org
Independent Nationalist Resources
Australian Nationalist Ideological
Historical And Legal Archive:
www.alphalink.com.au/~radnat
Nativist nationalists:
www.alphalink.com.au/~eureka

